By I CAN ONLY IMAGINE p,3,1:51.4; 1:49.4 ($482,228) by Cole Muffler p,3,1:53.3f. Brother or half-brother to 7 faster than 2:00; 6 winners over $100,000 including LIVE OUT LOUD p,4:1-84 ($571,490). AI, 3 winner Enemy At The Gate Series (leg and Final), Popular Byrd S., IL, State Fair Colt S. (elim.; second in Final), Langley Memorial (elim.; third in Final), Cardinal S. (elim.). At 4, third in Levy Memorial (leg); At 4, winner Cash County S.; third in Big Tom S. At 7, winner Taser Gun S. at MF, Sterling in 1:31.1h, Stakes and track record. Multiple Chicago and Pompano Open and invitational winner. I Can Only Imagine's oldest foals are two-year-olds in 2019 (crop of 3), one Stakes placed.

1st Dam
MAJOR PHILLY p,3,1:59.3h ($14,674) by Art Major p,4:1-84. 2 wins. Dam of:
AUDIE ROSE p,3,1:54.3-15 (m, Always A Virgin) ($21,652), At 2, second in ISS (leg); race timed 1:55.
MAJOR MAYHEM p,3,1:57h (m, Always A Virgin) ($12,312), 3 wins. At 2, third in Topline S. at Marshall; race timed 1:55.1, Now 4 and racing.
LIKEAFIREBALLSHOT p,3-1:54-15 (m, Sportsmaster) ($27,439). Now 2, racing and winner $50,000 Loyal Opposition S. (third in elim.) at Balmoral; second in Downstate Classic at Lincoln.

2nd Dam
LINDWOOD TIARA p,3,1:59 ($18,014) by Dragon's Lair p,1:51.3. 17 wins. At 3, winner NYFS; second in 8 NYFS; third in 2 NYFS. Dam of 6 winners, including:
BRADEN p,3,1:54-2; 1:52.4 (m, Kassa Branca) ($242,451), 24 wins. At 2, second in NYFS; third in NYFS. At 3, winner 2 NYFS; third in 3 NYFS. At 4, second in Miracle S.
FOUR STARZZZZ F I p,3,1:58.4h; 4,1:58h (h, Artiscape) ($32,794), 9 wins. At 2, second in ISS (leg); race timed 1:55.
HILLARYS HOPE p,2,1:59.1 (m, Space Shuttle) ($7,949), 1 win. At 2, winner NY-Bred LC.
BEJEWELED p,2,204.2h (m, Feelin Friskie) ($4,542), 1 win. At 2, winner OHFS; second in 3 OHFS; third in 2 OHFS.

Chore Bono p,2,201.1 (m, Pro Bono Best) ($5,024), 1 win.

3rd Dam
LINDWOOD ALBIE by Albatalross p,4,1:54-3f. Dam of 17 winners, including:
AL FOR PRESIDENT p,4,1:54-2h; 3,1:52g (President Ball) ($296,712), 34 wins. At 2, winner Garden State S. (elim.); 2, N2SS, New Jersey Stallion Stakes; third in Garden State Final and NJSS. At 3, winner New Jersey Classic; second in New Jersey Stallion Stakes, New Foals Series (leg); third in Art Rooney S. (elim.). New Jersey Classic Final and NJSS.
JUMP JACK FLASH p,3,1:57.1-15 (g, Ready To Rumble) ($171,793), 37 wins.
BATIGATEBELL p,3,208.3; 1:57.3g (m, Indian Sunset) ($22,038), 9 wins. At 3, winner New Bred S. As aged, winner NJSS.
LINDWOOD TIARA p,3,1:59 (m, Dragon's Lair) ($18,014), 17 wins. As above.
Angel City p,3,206.3h (m, Big Townier) ($9,055), Dam of VANZ KANT DANCE p,4,1:55.2f ($30,885).
Batigate Bruin p,4,208.2h (m, Market Watch) ($8,176), 3 wins. American National p,2,204.4h (g, Abcrombie) ($3,281), 1 win. Matt For President p,3,207h (g, Matt's Scooter) ($1,647), 1 win.

4th Dam
MITANA HANOVER p,2,209.3-3; 2,204.4f (m, Tar Heel) p,4,1:57. Dam of 14 living foals, including:
MUSICAL HANOVER p,3,1:56.2r (m, Albatross) ($288,712), Dam of MUNSTER HANOVER p,1:54.
MAGDALA HANOVER p,3,1:56.1r (m, Lexington Spur) p,4,1:56.3f. MUSSETTE HANOVER p,3,1:57.1f.
MORENDO HANOVER p,4,1:58.2, etc. Granddam of MAGDELLAN HANOVER p,3,1:55.2f. MUSICAL FELLA p,4,1:57.4, etc.

MIRADO HANOVER p,2,204.3f; 3,200h (g, Best of All) ($67,478).
MARISSA HANOVER p,2,206.1; 3,58h (m, Best Of All) ($36,666). Dam of MATTHEW T. HANOVER p,3,1:54.2.
MISS ELLIE HANOVER p,3,320.1h (m, Albatross) ($29,048). Dam of TAZMANIA p,3,1:56.19. Granddam of BIG RED BUNNY p,1:56.3h.
Merlot Hanover p,3,206.4f (m, Best Of All) Dam of MCHARBORp,1:53.2 and MURIATICH p,4,1:57.3f ($99,107). Mynna Hanover (m, Big Townier). Dam of ASK YOUR DOCTOR p,3,1:56.3f, etc.

ENGAGEMENTS

Miracle Consigned - Foaled - Downstate Classic
Dekin Miller Agency - Arden Downs - Hosier S. - Horvender #18 - Landmark - Reynolds Memorial - John Strope